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Target version:
Found in version: 0.7.6 Platform: PS3
Description

Hi,

Ororo.tv plugin is no longer working, when you choose any tv show episode you got "Unable to open resource.... HTTP error: 404".

Thanks in advance for your support.

History
#1 - 12/07/2015 02:44 AM - Tim Intravennous

Same issue here. I'm using on Ubuntu, and Ororo stopped working

#2 - 12/07/2015 08:00 AM - Andreas Smas
- Assignee changed from Andreas Smas to Leonid Protasov

Ok, let's see if Leonid have time to fix it.

He's been away lately so don't expect too much /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/sad.png

#3 - 12/08/2015 01:13 AM - Buksa ...

Ororo.tv plugin is no longer working, when you choose any tv show episode you got "Unable to open resource.... HTTP error: 404

Check on pc if it works?
Also 
Try in search bar type http://ororo.tv/nl and then open plugin

#4 - 12/08/2015 07:04 AM - Buksa ...

should work in 0.7.7

#5 - 12/08/2015 03:31 PM - Jony Mitra

It's working now with 0.7.7
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http://ororo.tv/nl


Thank you for your time

#6 - 12/08/2015 04:48 PM - Guillermo B

On PS3 Ororo plugin is no longer on plugin download list, and the actualization from 0.7.6 to 0.7.7 cant be done.

I really appreciate your help with this issue.

#7 - 12/08/2015 05:06 PM - Jony Mitra
- File ororo.zip added

Upload the attachment to a usb pen and installed it under movian.

From https://github.com/Buksa/movian-plugin-ororo.tv

#8 - 12/08/2015 05:41 PM - Buksa ...

Also you can use beta pass or wait for approval

#9 - 12/08/2015 09:35 PM - Guillermo B

Thanks a lot!

#10 - 12/09/2015 05:49 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Fixed

Files
ororo.zip 872 KB 12/08/2015 Jony Mitra
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